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Whether you're a newly diagnosed patient, or are a friend or relative of someone suffering from

Parkinson Disease, this book offers help. Completely revised and updated, The Muhammad Ali

Parkinson Center 100 Questions & Answers About Parkinson Disease, Second Edition is the only

text available to provide both the doctor's and patient's views and gives you authoritative, practical

answers to your questions about treatment options, quality of life, and sources of support. Written by

an internationally recognized expert on Parkinson Disease, this book is an invaluable resource for

anyone coping with the physical and emotional turmoil of this devastating disease. Important Notice:

The digital edition of this book is missing some of the images or content found in the physical

edition.
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Dr. Lieberman's book was the second this reviewer picked up after receiving the diagnosis of PD. It

is packed with information, covering everything from the early symptoms to the late-course

disabilities, the whole range of medications, surgeries, exercises, and possible alternative

treatments. While the title suggests a bulleted list of Frequently Asked Questions, the book is

actually a densely packed treatise of short sections and chapters that can be read together or

separately or in any desired order. Some sections are better than others, but all are loaded with



whatever information is available. Of course, some of the answers are still missing, awaiting further

discoveries.A practical book that can be used as a reference work or a manual to trouble-shoot

problems as they arise. The book is easy to read in spite of much technical terminology, which,

however, is usually well explained. It's directed not at the patient alone, but also at families and

caregivers.Author Lieberman is highly qualified to write this book. Sometimes the writing felt a little

rushed, with small lapses of grammar and style, but these did not detract from the valuable

storehouse of information. I wouldn't exactly say I enjoyed reading it (who wants to look a chronic,

progressive illness in the face?) but I can certainly recommend it. Reviewed by Louis N. Gruber.

I was a bit disappointed with this publication on Parkinson's disease. A few years ago, I purchased

the Book " 100 questions and answers on prostate cancer". I found the book on cancer to be

outstanding, easy-to-read, well organized , and it covered a great deal of what I needed to know

about my prostate cancer situation. I found this book, dealing with Parkinson's disease, to be very

technical, a bit vague on a lot of issues, but at least helpful to some degree. I do realize that the

Parkinson's disease topic could be a great deal more Medically technical and that the medical

complexities of the brain seemed to be a lot less understood then the other parts of the body.

I have a friend that has Parkinson's Disease and couldn't find information for my questions. The

doctor had recommended this book and it is great. It has explained what is happening and what the

patient goes through. It has been really an informative book. I would recommend it to anyone with a

loved one or friend or acquaintance dealing with Parkinson's. I'm really glad that I bought this book.

It is a good beginners books for understanding PD. The tone is optimistic and the answers are easy

to understand and medically correct. The Q& A format covers most basics for folks with PD or family

members who are new to the PD diagnosis. I couldn't fins the book (or even other recently

published books on PD) in even the Large local bookstores like Barnes and Noble, so I was very

happy to find it at . I keep the book as a reference tool to help me understand information I have

forgotten or when I have a new question.

Best Parkinson's book on the market. Every Neurologist diagnosing a patient should give the patient

a copy of this book. After 5 years following my husband's diagnosis, we finally now know what's

going on and what to expect.



When coping with PD either yourself or your mate this book helps you understand as well as can be

explained. The one thing we have learned is there are no two people alike. What treatment works

for one will not work for another or it takes a combination of medicines. It requires a lot of

dependance on our Lord!

We are happy with all these products, no complaints at all. Delivery was fast which was appreciated.

written to be easily understood, i found the book amazingly informative, extremely helpful and, for

someone one month post diagnosis, enlightening. i highly recommend this book for anyone who is

diagnosed with parkinson's disease (pd), has a loved one diagnosed, or a close friend. the book is

easy reading, written in plain english, and one where you don't have to start at the beginning to

read. each chapter is clearly identified, but you can open anywhere in the book and start reading. a

must read for the pd patient.
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